1. First, we wrote in our article that the Bank of England was the sole issuer of banknotes in the United Kingdom. This is incorrect. 1 The situation of banknotes denominated in pounds sterling is more complex than we discussed but, in our defense, we did not seek to provide a comprehensive discussion of the United Kingdom's financial system. There are a number of issuers of sterling-denominated banknotes; as expected, all are affiliated with England and the United Kingdom. The United Kingdom is defined to include England, Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland. The Bank of England is the sole issuer of banknotes in England and Wales, and Bank of England notes are accepted as legal tender in these areas. Certain commercial banks in Scotland and Northern Ireland are allowed to issue their own banknotes in their respective areas, under terms of the Bank Notes (Scotland) Act of 1845 and the Bankers (Northern Ireland) Acts of 1845 and 1928. Their main task is to ensure that the average value of notes in circulation for each issuing bank at the close of business on each Saturday over a specified four week periods does not exceed the average value of notecovering assets held by that issuing bank at close of business on each Saturday during the same four week period."
The proposed changes included:
• "Require sufficient and appropriate note-covering assets to be held at all times, thereby creating a level playing field for all institutions with respect to bank note supply"; • "Strengthen the regulatory framework, including the transfer of current administrative responsibilities from the Commissioners for Revenue and Customs to the Bank of England"; and
• "Ensure that note holders, as creditors, can obtain value for their notes."
It is not the purpose of this note to comment on these proposals, but I offer one observation related to the incentives for, and measures to defeat, counterfeiting. HM Treasury argues (HM Treasury, 2005 ) that increased supervision is necessary to assure that banknote designers routinely incorporate up-to-date, adequate counterfeit deterrence features in notes issued by Scotland and Northern Ireland banks. Although so far as we are aware no published data are available, anecdotes in the historical record suggest that these notes have been little counterfeited. Three reasons perhaps contribute to this. First, the notes circulate in a relatively compact geographic region and hence frequently pass through the issuing bank, allowing for rapid discovery of counterfeit notes. Readers might recall mention in our article that, for U.S. banknotes, an incorrect "feel" of counterfeit notes is the most common method of identification by bank tellers and the public. Second, the limited geographic area and relatively small numbers of notes in circulation suggest an unattractive benefit-cost ratio for serious counterfeiters. Quite the opposite is true for United States banknotes. Third, the issuing banks have strong incentives to maintain modern security features-public announcement of widespread counterfeiting likely would induce a run on the issuing bank. The great size of monopoly banks of issue, such as the Federal Reserve System and the Bank of England, reduces the press of such forces on them. In our article, we mentioned the extreme case of the United States: because its banknotes circulate worldwide and often among unsophisticated users, counterfeit deterrence features of these notes are of foremost concern not only in the United States but worldwide.
With regard to counterfeiting, historical anecdotes also suggest that smaller issues are less likely to be counterfeited than larger ones, reinforcing the concerns of issuers such as the U.S. Bureau of Engraving and Printing. Two historical examples, one regarding English province notes and the other Scottish notes, were brought to my attention by Professor Selgin. I quote from our correspondence, with his permission: "Two tid-bits you may find of interest. The first is from V.H. Hewitt and J.M Keyworth, As Good As Gold: 300 Years of British Bank Note Design (London: British Museum, 1987). The authors note (p. 46) that English provincial banknotes were less susceptible to counterfeiting than Bank of England notes. "In some respects," they write, "the small size of country bankers' issues enabled them to indulge in producing high quality notes by methods which could not be used to produce quantities needed by the Bank [of England]. Also their notes often circulated in localized areas and so would be identified as forgeries sooner." [Personally I doubt that provincial banks had all that much of a cost advantage over the Bank of England. More likely the Bank simply lacked the incentive to make its notes more counterfeit-proof, because it could count on their treatment as high-powered money.]
The other tidbit is from Coppieters' English Bank Note Circulation (1955, pp. 64-5) , where it is observed that Scottish banknotes were rarely counterfeited during its free-banking era (that is, before 1845), whereas Bank of England notes were aggressively counterfeited during that time. Even as late as 1873 (when consolidation and regulation had almost certainly increased it) the average circulation period of a Scottish banknote was only 10-11 days! That's perhaps one or two transactions before being scrutinized by a knowledgeable teller."
The interested reader might consult the HM Treasury press release and consultive document:
Press Release (available as of 15 September 2007 www.hm-treasury.gov.uk/media/7/0/banknote_issue_arrangements_210705.pdf 2. Second, we apologize to readers (and the Bank of England) for the poor quality of the images of Bank of England notes printed in our article. In the on-line PDF version of the article, we have inserted higher quality images, furnished by the Bank of England. We thank them for their assistance.
3. Third, some readers felt we erred by omitting mention of the book Standard Catalog of World Paper Money Issues (Krause Publications, Inc.). In our opinion, this volume was not directly related to our topic: the difficulties of designing currencies both secure against counterfeiting and accessible to the visually impaired. The Catalog is primarily a dealers' and collectors' reference, focused on quality ratings and prices. We mention it here in response to suggestions that it might be of interest to readers of our article. Further information is available on the publisher's web site, in the Wikipedia, and on the web sites of various booksellers.
Finally, readers have suggested many additional materials related to banknote history; these cannot be listed here. I do, however, choose to mention one article by the Australian banknote writer Peter Symes (www.pjsymes.com.au) because it addresses security features of Scottish banknotes: www.pjsymes.com.au/articles/ScotSecurity.htm. Although I find the article of interest, I am not a sufficient expert in the history of Scotland to vouchsafe its contents. 
